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Come With Me To London
Still single five years after a broken engagement, 29-year-old food lover Jessica Stone decides to leave New York City
for a fresh start in London, hoping the change in scenery would finally usher in a new relationship. In this all-consuming
memoir, she indulges in one culinary adventure after another while undergoing the trials and tribulations of trying to date
in a different country. Would she finally find the winning recipe for lasting love? Craving London is an intimate journey of
the heart and palate. Those engaged in a life-long love affair with food and travel-as well as a hunger for selfimprovement and a curiosity for foreign culture-will find many ingredients to sink their teeth into here. Join Jessica as she
reinvents her life from scratch, reminisces about her Cuban roots, shares her favorite recipes, and attempts to unravel
the nature of relationships?one rapturous bite at a time.
The complete revamping of Catherine Coulter's 1983 Signet Regency, An Intimate Deception, led to this: a full-bodied
historical romance with a new beginning and a new ending.
Elizabeth Gaskell's Ruth (1853) was the first mainstream novel to make a fallen woman its eponymous heroine. It is a
remarkable story of love, of the sanctuary and tyranny of the family, and of the consequences of lies and deception, one
that lays bare Victorian hypocrisy and sexual double-standards. Shocking to contemporary readers, its radical utopian
vision of "a pure woman faithfully presented" predates Hardy's Tess by nearly forty years. This fully revised and corrected
new edition is based on the three-volume first edition of 1853, collated with the one-volume 1855 edition. Tim Dolin's
fascinating new introduction challenges the view of Ruth as one of Gaskell's weaker novels and explores its radicalism
and cultural influence, highlighting the remarkable story of love, family, and hypocrisy that it tells. In addition, the book
includes an up-to-date bibliography, a chronology of Gaskell's life and work, and invaluable notes that shed much light on
the book's historical, religious, and literary allusions and points of significance. About the Series: For over 100 years
Oxford World's Classics has made available the broadest spectrum of literature from around the globe. Each affordable
volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable
features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, voluminous notes to clarify the text, up-to-date
bibliographies for further study, and much more.
In a re-creation of Baroque Italy, Artemisia Gentileschi, one of the Western world's first major women artists, is raped by
her father's partner, and refuses to deny the crime, an attitude that ostracizes her from Rome and from her father.
It all started in London. More than fifty years ago, a generation of teens created something that would change the face of
music forever. London, Reign Over Me immerses us in the backroom clubs, basement record shops, and late-night faint
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radio signals of 1960s Britain, where young hopefuls like Peter Frampton, Dave Davies, and Mick Jagger built off
American blues and jazz to form a whole new sound. Author Stephen Tow weaves together original interviews with over
ninety musicians and movers-and-shakers of the time to uncover the uniquely British story of classic rock’s birth.
Capturing the stark contrast of bursting artistic energy with the blitzkrieg landscape leftover from World War II, London,
Reign Over Me reveals why classic rock ‘n’ roll could only have been born in London. A new sound from a new
generation, this music helped spark the most important cultural transformation of the twentieth century. Key interviews
include: •Jon Anderson (Yes) •Ian Anderson (Jethro Tull) •Rod Argent (The Zombies) •Chris Barber (Chris Barber Jazz
Band) •Joe Boyd (Producer/manager) •Arthur Brown (Crazy World of Arthur Brown) •David Cousins (The Strawbs)
•Dave Davies (The Kinks) •Spencer Davis (Spencer Davis Group) •Judy Dyble (Fairport Convention) •Ramblin’ Jack
Elliott (Solo folk/blues artist) •Peter Frampton (Humble Pie, solo artist) •Roger Glover (Deep Purple) •Steve Howe (Yes)
•Neil Innes (Bonzo Dog Band; Monty Python) •Kenney Jones (The Small Faces; The Who) •Greg Lake (King Crimson;
Emerson, Lake & Palmer) •Manfred Mann (Manfred Mann) •Terry Marshall (Marshall Amplification) •Dave Mason
(Traffic) •Phil May (The Pretty Things) •John Mayall (The Bluesbreakers) •Jim McCarty (The Yardbirds) •Ian McLagan
(The Small Faces) •Jacqui McShee (The Pentangle) •Peter Noone (Herman’s Hermits) •Carl Palmer (Atomic Rooster;
Emerson, Lake & Palmer) •Jan Roberts (Eel Pie Island Documentary Project) •Paul Rodgers (Free) •Peggy Seeger
(Solo folk artist) •Hylda Sims (Club owner) •Keith Skues (DJ: Radio Caroline, Radio London, Radio One) •Jeremy
Spencer (Fleetwood Mac) •John Steel (The Animals) •Al Stewart (Solo folk artist) •Dick Taylor (The Pretty Things) •Ray
Thomas (The Moody Blues) •Richard Thompson (Fairport Convention) •Rick Wakeman (The Strawbs, Yes) •Barrie
Wentzell (Photographer: Melody Maker)
Come with Me to LondonAmmo Books
This carefully edited collection of E. Phillips Oppenheim has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. Table of Contents: NOVELS The Great Impersonation The Double Traitor The Yellow House The Black Box The
Devil's Paw A Maker Of History The New Tenant Mr. Grex Of Monte Carlo A Monk Of Cruta The Cinema Murder A Modern Prometheus
Berenice The Box With Broken Seals Expiation The Ghosts Of Society The Yellow Crayon The Golden Beast The Peer And The Woman To
Win The Love He Sought False Evidence Mr. Marx's Secret The Great Secret The Double Life Of Mr Alfred Burton The Amazing Judgment
The Postmaster Of Market Deignton Mysterious Mr. Sabin A Millionaire Of Yesterday The World's Great Snare Enoch Strone; Or Master Of
Men The Great Awakening; Or A Sleeping Memory The Survivor The Traitor A Prince Of Sinners Anna The Adventuress The Master
Mummer The Betrayal The Malefactor A Lost Leader . . . SHORT STORY COLLECTIONS Peter Ruff And The Double Four Michael's Evil
Deeds False Gods The Money-Spider The Girl From Manchester The Road To Liberty One Luckless Hour One Shall Be Taken A Prince Of
Gamblers The Little Grey Lady The Restless Traveller The Three Thieves The Amazing Partnership As Far As They Had Got "Darton's
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Successor" The Outcast The Reformation of Circe Master Of Men The Two Ambassadors The Sovereign In The Gutter John Garland—The
Deliverer The Subjection Of Louise... E. Phillips Oppenheim, the Prince of Storytellers (1866-1946) was an internationally renowned author of
mystery and espionage thrillers. His novels and short stories have all the elements of blood-racing adventure and intrigue and are precursors
of modern-day spy fictions.
The journey of life is easier for those having vision! Joy, a blind, thought so. However, he realizes later that life without vision might be far
more enlightening, seeing has its limitation. Those who are blessed with eyes can be blind too if they lack vision of life. He tumbled and
stumbled on the rocky path of life to understand lifes ultimate philosophy and finally reached the ultimate truth that knowledge begins when
one surrenders himself to the ignorance, a point of I do not know! A point where the mind is free from all the encumbrances and biases, when
it can breathe fresh air of ultimate knowledge of knowing oneself and life. A Dark Rainbow is an honest effort to find out illusions of life and
know the ultimate truth through an entertaining melodious love storymusic, love, harmony of poems and paintings, relationship battles, wars,
jealousy, human calculations.
Come From Away: Welcome to the Rock - a fully illustrated companion volume to the hit Tony Award-winning Broadway musical, featuring
the book and lyrics for the first time in print, backstage stories and the real history behind the show's events, character design sketches, and
songs that ended up on the cutting room floor. The Tony Award-winning Broadway musical Come From Away tells the remarkable true story
of a small town that welcomed the world. On September 11, 2001, 38 planes and 6,579 passengers were forced to land in the provincial town
of Gander, Newfoundland. The local residents opened their arms to the displaced visitors, offering food, shelter, and friendship. In the days
that followed, cultures clashed and nerves ran high, but uneasiness turned into trust, music soared into the night, and gratitude grew into
enduring friendships. Come From Away: Welcome to the Rock is the ultimate companion piece to Irene Sankoff and David Hein's smash-hit
musical based on that extraordinary experience. Featuring the complete book and lyrics for the first time in print, a foreword by Canadian
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, and exclusive photos of the company and physical production, this essential companion also includes original
interviews with passengers, Gander residents, and the actors who portray them. The narrative by theater historian Laurence Maslon details
the events of that memorable and challenging week and also traces the musical's development from the ten-year reunion of residents and
airline passengers in Gander, where the idea for the musical was born , to the global phenomenon it is today. Come From Away: Welcome to
the Rock gives an unprecedented look behind the curtain and demonstrates why the story has touched so many so deeply: Because we
come from everywhere, we all come from away.
Hundreds of the letters that Gustav Mahler addressed to his parents and siblings survive, yet they have remained virtually unknown. Now, for
the first time Mahler scholar Stephen McClatchie presents over 500 of these letters in a clear, lively translation in The Mahler Family Letters .
Drawn primarily from the Mahler-Rose Collection at the University of Western Ontario, the volume presents a complete, well-rounded view of
the family's correspondence. Spanning the mid 1880s through 1910, the letters record the excitement of a young man with a bourgeoning
career as a conductor and provide a glimpse into his day-to-day activities rehearsing and conducting operas and concerts in Budapeast and
Hamburg, and composing his first symphonies and songs. On the private side, they document his parents' illnesses and deaths and the
struggles of his siblings Alois, Justine, Otto, and Emma. The letters also give Mahler's insightful impressions of contemporaries such as
Johannes Brahms, Richard Strauss, and Hans von Bulow, as well as his personal feelings about significant events, such as his first big
success--the completion of Carl Maria von Weber's Die drei Pintos in 1889. In the fall of 1894, the character of the letters changes when
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Justine and Emma come to live with Mahler in Hamburg and then Vienna, removing the need to communicate by letter about quotidian
matters. At this point, the letters relay noteworthy events such as Mahler's campaign to be named Director of the Vienna Court Opera, his
conducting tours throughout Europe, and his courtship of Alma Schindler. The Mahler Family Letters provides a vital, nuanced source of
information about Mahler's life, his personality, and his relationships. McClatchie has generously annotated each letter, contextualizing and
clarifying contemporary historical references and Mahler family acquaintances, and created an indispensable resource for all Mahlerists, 19thcentury musicologists, and historians of 19th-century Germany and Austria.
THE LAST GOODBYE Widower Dominic Dunn isn’t sure what to think of his wife’s pre-planned trip for him a year after her death. It’s her
effort to force him from his work desk to the coast and the peacefulness she’d found at the Carolina Cove Inn. Innkeeper Ireland Cohen is a
single mom with an impressionable son, and after the kid gets himself into trouble, Dominic offers to lend a hand. It’s the least he can do
when Ireland was such a good friend to his wife after her diagnosis. As the hot summer days at the beach turn into breezy evenings, Ireland
and Dominic find their shared memories and friendship turning into more. They’re drawn to each other, fighting an attraction neither of them
want because of their pasts. He’s only visiting, and Ireland has a strict rule about dating tourists. But as his trip draws to a close, they both
wonder—is this their last goodbye? LATTES AND LULLABYES Cooper Bale earned a name for himself as a software engineer and, until a
few months ago, lived a life men dream of—until that life exploded with a phone call. Now Cooper struggles to settle into Carolina Cove as a
single parent and finds himself envious of his dog when Rocco’s escapes prove to be the canine’s way of visiting the local coffee shop to get
some much needed peace. Coming from a close-knit military family, London Cohen learned at an early age to love fast because time is short.
People come and go, but each is special. She feels instant attraction when meeting Rocco’s owner, but she doesn’t understand Cooper’s
mile-high barriers when it comes to certain things—like the kids in his care or his estranged father, who happens to be one of her favorite
customers. London finds herself drawn into the crossfire between Cooper and his family, but can she help them find peace before it’s too
late? MAP OF DREAMS Carolina Cohen dreams of traveling the world. She works a multitude of jobs during Carolina Cove’s tourist season
to travel the winter months until her cash runs out. Snagging her dream job as an international house sitter to a company catering to the elite
would enable her to do so much more. Too bad it’s as likely as winning the lottery. Silas Fletcher is a single dad of an eight-year-old genius
daughter who doesn’t have time for games. He works long hours and does all he can to be the dad his daughter deserves. Carolina is a
walking disaster. She’s gorgeous and funny, intriguing, but flaky. Still, when he’s in desperate need of childcare, Carolina comes through for
him and the animosity felt after a disastrous first meeting ends up turning into something more. Much more. But as school begins and the
tourist season draws to a close, Carolina must choose. Does she stay with the sexy, single dad and precocious kid who’ve stolen her
heart—or follow her map of dreams? SEASIDE SISTERS SERIES: THE LAST GOODBYE LATTES AND LULLABYES MAP OF DREAMS
WORTH THE RISK LOST LOVE FOUND
A complete collection of annotated lyrics by the prolific rock band, published to coincide with their fiftieth anniversary, features literary,
historical, and cultural references for every original song.

Includes 40 short reflections which address the ways in which we face the prospect of death and loss out of which the first 20
reflections are designed to be read by (or to) those living with a life-threatening illness; and the other 20 are reflections on living
with grief, especially bereavement.
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The story of an Israeli woman's struggle to forge her personal and professional identity.
"Jack London's Tales of Cannibals and Headhunters" is set in the romantic and dangerous South Seas and illustrated with the
original artwork and several maps.
It's November 1953 and Dylan Thomas, Britain's finest poet, is dying in a hospital bed in New York. What brought him to this end
is not clear. But he is a man tormented by fear ? fear of failing as a writer, fear of a marriage doomed to end in disaster, even fear
of death itself ? all of which have led him to find comfort in alcohol, outrageous behaviour and the arms of other women. Now, as
Dylan lies waiting for the end, he thinks back over his life, from his childhood in Swansea to his days as a wild young poet in
London, from his tempestuous marriage to Caitlin MacNamara to his final weeks in New York. Dylan Thomas may not have
wanted to die but he had little desire to live. An interesting and attractive figure, who was doomed. Do Not Go Gentle paints a
picture of a man who has clearly reached the end of his tether.
Rees Howells was a man of little worldly fame, yet through Norman Grubb's best-selling biography, his life story is known to
millions. Born in a Welsh mining village, he left school at twelve and worked in a tin mill and a coal mine. As he came to know the
redeeming power of his Lord and Saviour he faced the implications of an entire surrender, learned to love the unlovely and found
the key to the power of prayer. As a result he became a man of great Christian inspiration to others in both Britain and Southern
Africa where he became the channel of a mighty revival. Norman Grubb describes all this, but also the foundation of the Bible
College of Wales at Swansea, perhaps the greatest monument of his work, and the intercessory prayer that became the hallmark
of Rees Howells, impacting as it did on national policy and international affairs. Rees Howells' life was so great that the Church of
Christ still feels the impact of his truths of the Spirit and the Scriptures in a unique and amazing way. Every chapter in this
biography is full of drama and light. Rees Howells: Intercessor is an enthralling story, told with simplicity, humanity and humour,
and it has proved an inspiration for nearly half a century.
SENT TO COVENTRY! The school was situated in the suburbs of the popular town of Merrifield, and was known as the Great
Shirley School. It had been endowed some hundred years ago by a rich and eccentric individual who bore the name of Charles
Shirley, but was now managed by a Board of Governors. By the express order of the founder, the governors were women; and
very admirably did they fulfil their trust. There was no recent improvement in education, no better methods, no sanitary
requirements which were not introduced into the Great Shirley School. The number of pupils was limited to four hundred, one
hundred of which were foundationers and were not required to pay any fees; the remaining three hundred paid small fees in order
to be allowed to secure an admirable and up-to-date education under the auspices of the great school.
Can you ever forget your one true first love? Does marriage supersede love? Can marriage survive without love? And what happens when
the love of your life leaves you, only to return at the most vulnerable time of your life? Join Anya, a successful advertising executive, on her
journey to discover answers to these questions as she bumps into Aarav, her ex from her life before marriage and now her firm’s client, after
eight long years. As sparks reignite instantly upon her reunion with Aarav, Anya risks her marriage with Yohan to explore what the other side
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of loyalty holds for her. The result is an epistolary of many letters written by Anya - to Aarav and to Yohan - that uncovers the various layers
of emotions that envelope human nature and explores the various shades of greys - none pure white, or pure black. Will Anya find a solution
to the perpetual question of choice between love and marriage? What sacrifices will she need to make both in her personal and professional
life to achieve what her heart desires? Most importantly, will she find what she has set out in search of?
Sarah thought she was teaching a schoolchild a little English. How wrong she was. Not only is her subject a thug, he is dyslexic, fearsome
and part of a criminal gang headed by a psychopath. And this psychopath doesn't like people interfering with his business. Soon, she will
learn the meaning of treachery. And fear. An affecting tale about shame, blackmail and lies - a dangerous place to find love. Book's
dimensions: 8x5in, 290 pages and 87,000 words.
Louise Terry is the quintessential, modern American woman; a successful and independent artist, sexually liberated and head strong, she's
determined to carve out a life for herself where her painting comes first and where she can avoid messy romantic entanglements. But when
her estranged mother, Margaret, dies, leaving a box of documents, photos, and journals, Louise discovers in its contents a new and very
different woman from the one who raised her. This Margaret was admired by Catholic priests and Wiccan priestesses alike for her spiritual
gifts and was working, at the time of her death, on assembling her visions of a 12th-century cross-dressing woman mystic who not only
managed to infiltrate the male bastion of Glastonbury Abbey, but who instigated the tragic fire that burned it to the ground in 1184.
Determined to pursue the fragments her mother left behind, Louise travels to England where she meets a cast of characters whom she must
depend on to find her way. Blurring the boundaries between past and present, between the body and the spirit, between female and male,
this page-turning mystery is a sexy romp through time and space, a profound meditation on the mother-daughter connection, and an
enlightening exploration of what it means to make love, to make art, and to make a life worth living.
Features Elizabeth Gaskell's work. This work brings together her journalism, her shorter fiction, which was published in various collections
during her lifetime, her early personal writing, including a diary written between 1835 and 1838 when she was a young mother, her five fulllength novels and "The Life of Charlotte Bronte".
Reproduction of the original: The Passionate Friends by H.G. Wells
The City of Earthly Desire is an unforgettable novel of love and lust; beauty and vulgarity; virtue and vice; and art and ethics. Occasionally
dark, but always entertaining and engaging, the narrative is peopled by a memorable cast of characters who are as intense and turbulent as
the times and places they occupy. Like the great novels of the nineteenth century, the story delves into the struggle between morality and
immorality; meaning and nihilism; and good and evil. After the communists destroy his dream of becoming a recognized painter in Hungary,
Reinhardt Drixler escapes to America to provide a better future for his young family and to further his artistic pursuits. Twenty-five years later,
communism collapses in Europe; Reinhardt’s son Béla falls in love with Suzy Kiss, an ambitious and alluring Hungarian striptease dancer
whose interest in the young writer can be summarized in two words: green card. When Suzy is mysteriously deported, a devastated Béla
must make a decision – should he stay in New York and continue with the noble artistic ambitions his father instilled in him, or should he
follow his heart to Hungary and explore the enticing and risqué opportunities blossoming in post-communist Budapest?

“Armchair travelers will adore this tour of Christmastime London…[a] charming rom-com from British reality TV star
Georgia Toffolo.” —Publishers Weekly Fans of Josie Silver's One Day in December and Christina Lauren's In a Holidaze
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will adore watching Victoria and Oliver's pretend engagement dissolve as their very real chemistry threatens to upend all
their carefully laid-out secrets. Set against the most charming London backdrop, Meet Me in London is an irrisistable
seasonal treat! What do you do when your fake engagement starts to feel too real… Aspiring clothes designer Victoria
Scott spends her days working in a bar in Chelsea and her evenings designing vintage clothes, dreaming of one day
opening her own boutique. But these aspirations are under threat from the new department store opening at the end of
her road. She needs a Christmas miracle, but one is not forthcoming. Oliver Russell’s Christmas is not looking very
festive right now. His family’s new London department store opening is behind schedule, and on top of that his
interfering, if well-meaning, mother is pressing him to introduce his girlfriend to her over the holidays—a girlfriend who
does not exist. He needs a diversion…something to keep his mother from meddling while he focuses on the business.
When Oliver meets Victoria, he offers a proposition: pretend to be his girlfriend at the opening of his store and he will
provide an opportunity for Victoria to showcase her designs. But what starts as a business arrangement soon becomes
something more tempting as the fake relationship starts to feel very real. But when secrets in Victoria’s past are
exposed, will Oliver walk away, or will they both follow their hearts and find what neither knew they were looking for…?
"An ideal Christmas escape!"—Laura Jane Williams, Bestselling author of Our Stop
Joining the enchanting sights of Paris and the high-energy of excitement of New York, AMMO Books presents the newest
locale in our popular City Series: stunning and sophisticated London. Discovering historical highlights and opportunities
for adventure, readers will embark on a journey through the pages of COME WITH ME TO LONDON. With newfound
knowledge of foggy London town, children can play our memory game featuring illustrations of Big Ben and the London
Eye and add vibrant colour to black-and-white drawings of double-decker buses, the Tower Bridge, and more in a brand
new colouring book. Each image within these three new titles features creative interpretation and intricate details by Min
Heo, the talented illustrator of AMMO's Paris and New York series as well. With a multitude of landmarks to learn about
and iconic representations of the city to enjoy, London comes to life and inspires imagination for future travelers of any
age.
This carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. H. G. Wells (1866-1946) was a prolific English writer of fiction works, history and politics. Wells
is called a father of science fiction. Table of Contents: A Modern Utopia Ann Veronica Bealby In the Days of the Comet
The Chronic Argonauts The First Men in the Moon The Invisible Man The Island of Dr Moreau The New Machiavelli The
Passionate Friends The Prophetic Trilogy The Research Magnificent The Sea Lady The Secret Places of the Heart The
Soul of a Bishop The Time Machine The Undying Fire The War in the Air The War of the Worlds The World Set Free
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Tono-bungay When the Sleeper Wakes Collections of Short Stories Short Stories: A Catastrophe A Deal in Ostriches A
Dream of Armageddon A Slip Under the Microscope A Story of the Days to Come A Story of the Stone Age A Tale of the
Twentieth Century A Talk with Gryllotalpa How Gabriel Became Thompson How Pingwill Was Routed In the Abyss Le
Mari Terrible Miss Winchelsea's Heart Mr. Brisher's Treasure Mr. Ledbetter's Vacation Mr. Marshall's Doppelganger Mr.
Skelmersdale in Fairyland My First Aeroplane Our Little Neighbour Perfect Gentleman on Wheels Pollock and the Porroh
Man The Empire of the Ants The Flying Man The Grisly Folk The Inexperienced Ghost The Land Ironclads The Lord of
the Dynamos The Loyalty of Esau Common The Magic Shop The Man Who Could Work Miracles The Man with a Nose
The Moth The New Accelerator The New Faust The Obliterated Man The Pearl of Love The Presence by the Fire The
Purple Pileus The Rajah's Treasure The Reconciliation The Red Room The Sea Raiders The Star The Stolen Body The
Story of the Last Trump The Story of the Stone Age The Temptation of Harringay The Thing in No. 7...
A riveting novel of labor strife and apocalyptic violence, now a major motion picture starring James Franco, Bryan
Cranston, Selena Gomez, and Zach Braff A Penguin Classic At once a relentlessly fast-paced, admirably observed novel
of social unrest and the story of a young man's struggle for identity, In Dubious Battle is set in the California apple
country, where a strike by migrant workers against rapacious landowners spirals out of control, as a principled defiance
metamorphoses into blind fanaticism. Caught in the upheaval is Jim Nolan, a once aimless man who find himself in the
course of the strike, briefly becomes its leader, and is ultimately crushed in its service. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines.
Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
Anthem’s Travel Classics presents Thomas Holmes’ masterpiece of early-twentieth-century social journalism: a quirky,
engaging and witty look at London’s criminal and social underworld of 1912. Holmes investigates the seedy intentions of
the pickpockets, prostitutes, prisoners, drunks and murderers that comprise the capital’s criminal element, all of whom
he rather tends to admire! A more reflective and progressive theme also runs through this work, as the author considers
the serious social problems faced by women, the disabled and the unemployed. Both a thrilling exposé and a considered
anthropological review, London’s Underworld is driven by the author’s conflicting feelings of admiration for the rebellious
spirit which frees these criminals from the laws of reserved Victorian Society and also pity for the restless, violent
attitudes which leave them stranded there alone. Introduced by a modern luminary, London’s Underworld is a revealing
look at the crooked past of the great city.
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